Dear Parent(s)/Carer(s),
Following the announcement on Monday that schools will move to online learning until at
least half term, we have reviewed the structure of our online provision and the school day.
We have done this primarily to ensure that both those students at home, and those in
school, can access all provision equally. However, we hope that the shorter time frame of
the day will also enable families at home to structure their day a little more easily. This new
structure will be in place from Monday 11th January. Please take the time to read the details
below and go through this with you child; their tutor will be providing time during their tutor
meeting on Friday to ask questions if needed.
Structure of the day – Year 11
During the lockdown the school day will run from 9:00-15:30 for all students regardless of
their year group. Below is a table which shows when their normal in school periods will
happen. You will need your child’s in school timetable to hand to match up their day, this
should be in their planner or can be found on the My Child at School app.

Online learning times
Time
Period
9:00 – 9:50
A
9:50 – 10:40
B
10:40 – 11:00
Break
11:00 – 11:50
C
11:50 – 12:40
Lunch
12:40 – 13:30
D
13:30 – 14:20
E
14:20 – 14:40
Break
14:40 – 15:30
F

Normal in school period
happening at this time
Period 9
Period 3*
Period 4
Period 5
Period 7
Period 8

*Please remember this is the first period of your child’s normal
school day, they are not normally in school for period 1 or 2
We have attached a blank timetable of the online day; you can use this to create the newly
structured timetable for your child.

Online learning
Online learning takes different forms depending on the tasks to be completed that day. Your
child should expect to experience a mixture of the following throughout their week.
•

•

•

Live Lessons: teachers will send out an invite to the student indicating when they
should join a live lesson. This will often be for about 15-20 minutes and then a task
will be set for the student to complete in the remainder of the lesson time, either
independently or with the teacher remaining online. These lessons are not optional
and all students should attend, staff are able to monitor when students join and leave
meetings and they will be expected to participate and answer questions. All live
lessons are recorded and the videos can be watched back if students need further
guidance when completing the tasks.
Pre-recorded lessons: teachers may post a pre-recorded video for students to watch,
talking them through the lesson for that day, and there will then be tasks set for
students to complete after watching the video.
Pre-set tasks: sometimes the teacher will have set a task in a previous lesson which
students should continue with, or they may set a new task which requires no further
teacher input. This will be indicated in Teams and set through the assignments tab.

Staff have a duty to track student engagement and completion of work during this time. They
may use websites such as Seneca or Hegarty Maths, however, this will always follow
teacher input and explanation. It is essential these tasks are completed on time, as often
staff will be monitoring this to inform their planning for the next lesson. Work set as an
assignment on Teams will often need evidence uploaded, usually in the format of a photo of
the student’s work. Please speak to your teacher or tutor if your child is unsure how to do
this.
Please can you remind your son/daughter that Teams is a professional platform, and
therefore, the chat function should not be used to talk to their friends. Unfortunately, there
are some students who have been treating Teams as a social media platform and having
conversations with the class which is causing students to miss vital information from staff
during the lessons. Students should only write a post in Teams if it is to the teacher, to ask
a question for example, and then to respond to the reply from the teacher and this should be
done in an appropriate manner. Please also remind them that all posts written can be seen
by everyone and there is a permanent record of these messages.

PE Lessons
Core PE lessons will not be conducted as above. The PE department has uploaded around
30 different activities that your child can do to help maintain their fitness. These do not have
to be done during their PE lesson, in fact, it is recommended they try to do something off this
list every day.
Tutor Meetings and Parents Evenings
Following on from the success of our first round of tutor meetings on Tuesday morning we
intend to continue these. The next one is on Friday morning, 8th January, and your child’s
tutor will arrange this with them as before. This one will be an opportunity to check how the
first week has gone, ensure all students are able to get online, check understanding of the
new structure and follow up with any students who are not engaging with the work.
Following on from this there will be a tutor meeting once a week; the provisional dates of
these are below and your child’s tutor will confirm and book their slot with them closer to the
time:
• Wednesday 13th January
• Thursday 21st January
• Friday 29th January
• Thursday 14th February
• Wednesday 10th February
The tutor times will run from 8:30-12:30, normal lessons will then resume from 12:40.
We are currently looking into how we can run parents’ evenings this year and we would like
to reassure you that you will get an opportunity to have a conversation about your child’s
progress. Further details will follow.
Key Worker and Vulnerable Care
Any students accessing this care should be in school and logged on ready to start their first
lesson by 9:00am; students can start arriving from 8:45am. They should be dressed in
school uniform and will be allocated a seat that will become theirs for the remainder of the
half term. The usual guidelines of wearing a mask still apply so please ensure your child
leaves for school with one. They need to make sure they have appropriate food and drink
with them, headphones and if they have a school iPad they should bring this with them as
well.

Devices and Internet Data
If you do not have an appropriate device for using Teams at home then please contact your
child’s tutor who will be able to look into providing you with one. There is also a scheme to
support parents with additional data if required; again, please contact your child’s tutor if you
need this support.
Any further questions, please contact your child’s tutor who will be happy to help.
Your faithfully,

Mrs Farnie
Senior Leader

